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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Topic:
This stAidy is concerned with the identification and 
the analysis of errors in tense (ET) in the written English 
of Turkish students and the implications of such errors in 
foreign language teaching. Because of limitations which will 
be explained below, only three tenses were taken into 
consideration in the analysis. These three tenses were: a) 
the simple past, b) the past perfect and c) the present 
perfect. A data collection technique was selected which 
involved the collection of writing samples on a topic 
designed to elicit the verb tenses under consideration. The 
data analysis was designed to yield quantitative 
generalizations on the relative frt-quency of ETs in the 
writing of Turkish students at different levels of 
advancement in English.
Purpose:
This topic is important to the field of EFL/ESL in 
Turkey because teaching materials imported from English- 
speaking countries tend to be oriented toward general errors 
and tend to overlook specific problems which any language may 
create for learners of English. An interest in error
analysis is relevant also from the point of view of foreign 
language communication in general inasmuch as texts prepared 
in a lingua franca (by non-native speakers) tend to contain 
usages which deviate from those prepared by standard native 
speakers. Students of error analysis may eventually expect 
to be concerned with problems of intelligibility among 
varieties of the same lingua franca. It seems important to be 
concerned with the kind of errors which result from the flow 
of thought in the native language. The concern in this study 
is with the way a Turkish flow of thought affects native 
speakers of Turkish while functioning in English.
Method:
A review of current literature on contrastive analysis 
and error analysis is given in Chapter 2. It focuses on the 
contrastive analysis of the tenses which are the subject of 
this study: the simple past, the present perfect, and the
past in English and in Turkish.
A set of 56 writing samples were collected from diverse 
groups of Turkish students and users of English. A scheme 
for identifying the errors was formulated and the 
distribution characteristics of the errors was examined. The 
scheme of the contrastive analysis is described in Chapter 3 
and the results of the examination of the writing samples are 
discussed in Chapter 4.
In this study, error analysis is introduced from two 
points of view:
1. Foreign language that is communication oriented,
2. Foreign language instruction in general.
This study was concerned with the production errors in 
English tenses in writing samples, and the implication of 
these errors for foreign language teaching in Turkey.
Chapter 5 discusses the implications of these findings 
for the teaching of writing in Turkey.
Limitations:
The research was done on the errors of Turkish 
students only and on three of the tenses of which I believe 
Turkish affects production in English. However, it may have 
implications for opening the question of the effect of a 
specific source language of errors in English.
The samples on the study were classified on the 
basis of programs or classes their writers were attending. 
This method does not give a very precise indication of 
proficiency levels, yet in the absence of a valid and 
reliable test that could be administered quickly, 
approximations as to the levels of proficiency of students 
were deemed appropriate for the present study.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, general schemes of contrastive 
analysis and error analysis are given in addition to the 
linguistic analysis of the three tenses that were examined in 
comparison with their Turkish equivalents.
In the contrastive analysis section, the definition of 
contrastive analysis, application of contrastive analysis in 
teaching, and the use of contrastive analysis in diagnosing 
an error are explained in addition to the general 
information given about the field.
In th^ error analysis section, the definition of an error 
and of error analysis, are explained in addition to such 
concepts as errors and corrections in LI and L2, types of 
errors, error correction techniques, the definitions of 
markedness, and interlanguage.
In the third section, the three tenses: the simple
past, the present perfect and the past perfect are analyzed 
according to the situations they were used and examples were 
provided together with their Turkish equivalents.
CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
WHAT IS CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS?
Contrastive analysis (CA) is a method of linguistics. 
As its name suggests, it is the study or the analysis of two 
languages by contrast.
Charles Fries was among the first to put forward the
idea of contrastive analysis in 1940s and Robert Lado was an
early proponent of it.
James (1980) defines CA as:
A linguistic enterprise aimed at producing inverted 
(i.e. contrasting not comparative) two-valued typologies 
(a CA is always concerned with a pair of languages), and 
founded on the asumption that languages can be compared, 
(p. 3)
James (1980) also states that translated texts are an 
obvious basis for contextual analysis. He means, the target 
language text can show signs of interference from LI and it 
is impossible for the translator to avoid LI interference 
since he must be given access to the original text.
Robinett and Schächter (1983)· mentioned Lado’s advocacy 
the use of CA as a basis for selecting the content of 
language teaching materials. Lado cited in Robinett & 
Schächter (1983) claimed that a careful comparison of the 
native language of the learner with the language to be 
learned would result in predictable problems for the learner.
and that in teaching those problematic parts should be 
emphasized in preparing materials. Lado (1988) further 
describes his fundamental assumption as follows:
Individuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings, and 
the distribution of forms and meanings of their native 
language and culture to foreign language and culture-both 
productively when attempting to speak the language and to 
act in the culture, and receptively when attempting to 
grasp and understand the language and the culture as 
practiced by natives, (p. 79)
Lado and Fries, cited in Lado (1988), assume that 
students find it easy to learn the patterns that are similar 
to their mother tongue while the different ones will be 
difficult to learn and even problematic for them.
On the other hand Whitman and Jackson, in James (1980), 
arguing from the results of their studj»^  of Japanese learners 
of English, state that "relative similarity rather than 
difference, is directly related to the levels of difficulty"
(p. 188).
Contrastive Teaching of L2
James (1980) defines contrastive language teaching as 
presenting all of the linguistic system of L2 which contrasts 
with the corresponding LI system. He also indicates that not 
all the systems or not all the components of the systems 
should be contrasting. Sometimes LI and L2 may differ in 
phonology, grammar or syntax. Finocchiaro, in James (1980),
mentions the need "to make students aware of the contrasts so 
that they will understand the reasons for their errors and 
avoid commiting them" (p. 155). Nickel and Wagner, in James
(1980), agree that in teaching certain aspects of a language, 
contrastive teaching can be useful. Rivers (1981) also 
explains that understanding the differences and/or the 
similarities between the grammatical structures in LI and L2 
will be helpful for foreign language students.
James (1980) mentions two roles of CA in testing. He 
explains the first one to concern suggestions about what to 
test, and the second one to be the degree to test different L2 
items.
In the 1960’s a new method, the Audio Lingual Method 
(ALM) appeared for foreign language teaching. Contrastive 
analysis was one of the four roots of ALM. Lado (1988) 
indicates that:
Problems are those units and patterns that show 
structural differences between the first language and the 
second. The disparity between the difficulty of such 
problems and the units and the patterns that are not 
problems because they function satisfactorily when 
transferred to the second language is much greater than 
we suspect. The problems often require conscious 
understanding and massive practice, while the 
structurally analogous units between languages need not 
be taught: mere presentation in meaningful situations 
will suffice. (Lado 1988: 222-223)
Rivers (1981) points out that ALM materials were
designed to show the problems of L2 to students and thus to 
emphasize contrastive difficulties and to provide for 
practice of the new pattern. Another point she explains is 
that the books written for the ALM method provided versions 
of dialogs in LI, but they were not exact translations of the 
texts in L2.
Diagnosis of Error
Wardhaugh, in James (1980), suggests that there are two 
versions of a so-called ’'contrastive analysis hypothesis” of 
language learning. These are: a) strong version, and b) weak 
version. These two versions are assumed to be based on LI 
interference. He goes on to say:
The strong claims predictive power while the weak, less 
ambitiously, claims merely to have the power to diagnose 
errors that have been committed. The strong version is a 
priori, the weak version ex, post facto in its treatment 
of errors, (pp. 184-185)
While Lado, in Wardhaugh (1983), refers to the strong 
version of the CA hypothesis, Wardhaugh, in James (1980), 
assumes that "the CA hypothesis is only tenable in its ’weak’ 
or diagnostic function, and not tenable as a predictor of 
error”. Wardhaugh holds that in analyzing errors, 
interference from LI should be thought of interference first 
and if that does not clarify the problem, the long job of 
finding some other reason begins. James (1980) explains that
CA belongs to interlanguage study, and it should be viewed as 
diachronic rather than synchronic in orientation.
According to Marton in James ( 1980) ’’the contrastive 
analysist is more interested in how rules differ in their 
applicability to congruent deep structures (or intermediate 
structures) of two languages” (p. 117).
Describing the two versions of contrastive analysis, 
James (1980) takes yet another position contending that 
’’contrastive analysis is always predictive, and the job of 
diagnosis belongs to the field of error analysis (EA). He 
shows their relation with each other:
I have no wish to vindicate CA at the expense of EA: each 
approach has its vital role to play in accounting for L2 
learning problems. They should be viewed as complementing 
each other rather than as competitors for some procedural 
pride of place (p. 187).
Also Sharma (1986) insists that without the help of 
contrastive linguistics, EA cannot be fruitful. He also adds 
that the frequency counts of errors can be used in designing 
a syllabus to give teaching priority to the erroneous areas 
if the counts are supported by the findings of contrastive 
linguistics.
ERROR ANALYSIS
ERRORS VERSUS MISTAKES AND LAPSES
It is first necessary to distinguish these three terms 
Lapses, as Altunkaya (1990) states, are the native speakeres 
slips of tongue or pen. He cites Corder (1974):
Typical of such slips are the substitution, transposition 
or omission of some segment of an utterance, such as a 
speech sound, a morpheme, a word or even a phrase, (in 
Altunkaya 1990: 3)
Janicki (1985) uses Corder’s definitions for the 
identification of mistakes and errors. He says, mistakes 
have to do with performance whereas errors are related to the 
speaker’s knowledge (competence). Mistakes are caused by 
lack of attention, carelessness or some other aspect of 
performance and they can be false starts or changes of mind.
Lapses and mistakes are corrected by the speaker if the 
speaker notices them. They are made both by native speakers 
and by foreign language learners. For these reasons, lapses 
and mistakes are not systematic.
Errors are systematic and they are the signs that the 
learner has not mastered the code of the target language. 
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) claim that studying learners’ 
errors serves two major purposes:
1. It provides data from which inferences about the nature
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of the language learning process can be made;
2. It indicates to teachers and curriculum developers 
which part of the target language learners have most 
difficulty producing and which error types detract most from 
a learner’s ability to communicate effectively.
In their article Schächter and Celce-Murcia (1983) 
explain Corder’s claim which is that errors can be 
significant in three ways:
1. They tell the teachers how far the learner has come 
and what he or she must learn;
2. They give the researcher evidence of how language is 
learned (i.e., strategies and procedures used);
3. They are a device the learner uses to test out 
hypotheses concerning the language he or she is 
learning, (p. 275)
Krowitz (1988) indicates that errors in themselves are 
of no importance, and he stresses only what they tell us 
about the process going on in the minds of the learners at 
the time they make these errors.
Generally, the errors which break the communication or 
which cause misunderstandings are important in error 
analysis. Researchers on first language acquisition (e.g. Me 
Neil in Corder 1983, Slobin in Pienemann 1985) perceive 
errors as an inevitable feature of language acquisition and 
have provided some writers on second language acquisition 
such as Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) with the rationale 
that errors provide cues into the learning process. Since
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certain error types-such as overgeneralization (see below), 
which are attributable to the nature of the first language 
are error patterns which children inevitably pass into and 
out of as they mature, little educational significance needs 
to be given to such errors. The "enlightened" view in child 
rearing and education seems to be that they are best ignored.
However, a large part of the literature on second 
language acquisition is very largely based on experience in 
formal educational settings. Thus the patterning of errors 
which are observed may differ from the patterns of the 
autonomous child acquiring LI. As noted writers like Dulay, 
Burt and Krashen (who feel that L2 acquisition should be 
allowed to resemble LI acquisition) see error analysis only 
as a diagnostic for individual learners and a tool which may 
help curriculum developers in sequencing materials. However 
Krashen, in Long (1985), seems prepared to discard the notion 
of curriculum and curriculum sequencing in its entirety.
According to the types of syllabus --structural, 
notional-functional, situational and so forth-- the attitudes 
towards errors change and prescriptions for treatment also 
change accordingly. For example. Long (1985), points out 
that the Natural Approach and task-based language teaching 
prescribe avoidance of error correction (p. 94).
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WHAT IS ERROR ANALYSIS? WHY ERROR ANALYSIS?
Sharma (1986) conducted a project on error analysis in 
the written English of twelfth grader native speakers of 
Hindi in and around Delhi. From the study he concluded that:
Error analysis is a process based on analysis of 
learners’ errors with one clear objective: evolving a 
suitable and effective teaching-learning strategy and 
remedial measures necessary in certain clearly marked 
out areas of the foreign language (p. 76).
He adds that error analysis can be very useful at the 
beginning stage of a program or during the various stages of 
a long teaching program. During the teaching program, error 
analysis can reveal both the successful and failing parts of 
the program.
Implicit in the view that errors may or should be 
forestalled by means of appropriate curriculum design or that 
they need to be connected in one way or another in the 
language teaching process is the notion that in second 
language learning errors do not necessarily disappear of 
themselves.
’’Fossilization" , or the indefinite persistence of 
errors after proficiency for any language teacher and fluency 
in a language is attained, is a readily noticeable phenomenon 
and indeed Corder’s distinction between mistakes and errors is 
formulated on the principle that some mistakes --mistakes
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which he calls errors-- are persistent and to a greater on 
lesser degree fossilized.
Some advocates of the communicative approach (including 
Krashen) seem to view errors in second language learning much 
the way students of the first language acquisition view them.
However, Lado is very critical of this view. He is 
afraid of fossilization. He thinks that errors should be 
avoided because if the students have errors, these errors may 
become habits and they may be fossilized. Because he views 
language teaching from the structural point of view, error 
correction should be an important part of teaching a foreign 
language.
Lado, in Wardhaugh (1983), points out that the patterns 
that will and will not cause difficulty in learning L2 can be 
predicted if the languages and the cultures are compared and 
adds that the materials to be used should be selected 
carefully. They should be based on a scientific description 
of L2 and a comparison of LI and L2 should be given.
Errors in LI and Correction in LI
While learning his mother tongue, a child makes 
frequent mistakes and uses many broken sentences and phrases. 
Parents do not think that they are errors, they even feel 
happy to hear that the child speaks, uses the language. We 
use the same language and parents say similar sentences
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around the child. As he goes on hearing similar sentences, 
phrases or words, he changes his sentence and begins to use 
the correct form. As noted above, in LI, correction is made 
unconsciously.
Errors in L2 and Correction in L2
While learning a foreign language, a student makes many 
mistakes, too. Teachers want to correct them to help the 
student. While some teachers think that all errors should be 
corrected, others hold constant correction is bad for the 
student because it discourages the use of the language. 
Chastain (1987) emphasizes the importance of communication, 
and that unless a student is stuck on one error or unless 
there is unintelligibility, the teacher should not worry 
about error correction. In the video-tape cited he draws the 
audience’s attention on another point which is that some 
students like to be corrected while others do not; they feel 
embarrassed in case of correction. He gives importance to 
error correction at the·elementary level. The higher the 
level of the student is, the less the error correction there 
should be. He says that error correction exercises can be 
done in beginning classes, a student’s persistent mistakes 
--errors-“ should be corrected before or after class.
It is currently felt by many that only the most 
important errors should be corrected. It is believed that
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the other errors will be corrected unconsciously by the 
student as he reads and listens* The process is believed to 
be similar to that of a child learning his mother tongue. 
What the teacher does in class to correct the errors of 
students is conscious. This is the main difference between 
LI and L2 correction.
While criticising Pienemann’s proposal for sequencing 
in second language teaching, Long (1985), states that
The teacher will abstain from ’’correcting” any resulting 
errors which arise from discrepancies between the 
learner’s current acquisitional stage and the full target 
form, unless the former be the penultimate stage in an 
acquisitional sequence and the latter be the current 
learning objective. (Long 1985: 82).
Terrell, in Long (1985), feels that no learner errors 
should be corrected. Krashen and Terrell (1983) express the 
view that any kind of oral correction of speech will have a 
negative effect on the students and the students will be 
discouraged from speaking. They also state that the direct 
correction of speech errors has almost no effect on child’s 
first and second language acquisition and it is the same for 
the adult second language acquirers also.
Some Reasons for Errors
Learners make generalizations. They observe a rule and 
apply it where possible. When they have to use an exception
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word, they apply the rule to that word also. This kind of 
errors is seen to be the result of "over-regularization".
Mother tongue interference is another cause of errors. 
Although many linguists say that the influence of mother 
tongue is very limited, it is believed by some linguists that 
it is one of the main reasons of errors.
TYPES OF ERRORS a)
Many experts say that errors in LI and in L2 are 
similar. Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) made a general list 
of errors which consisted of six types: (a) omission of
grammatical morphemes; (b) double marking; (c) regularization; 
(d) archiforms; (e) alternating two or more forms, and (f) 
misordering. They are explained by examples under eight 
titles. The following shows the eight titles two of which 
are sub-titles and provides one example to each one.
Omission of a grammatical morpheme: "He a doctor."
Double marking: "I do not never go there."
Regularizing: "sheeps."
Simple addition: "She does not knows him."
Misformation: "Mummy goed shopping."
Archi-forms: "This books are very interesting."
Alternating forms: "I seen her yesterday."
Misordering: "I do not know where is he.".
(pp. 154-162)
Altunkaya (1990) made another list under the title of 
linguistic fault. The list had six main items:
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Omission: "Ahmet get up early."
Addition: "This is the teacher who you want to see him."
Selection of items: "Please bring (instead of fetch) me a
clean handkerchief from my bedroom."
[In the papers analyzed, a commom item 
selection mistake was "I won (instead of 
passsed) the university exam.]
Misordering: "What you are doing?"
Misformation: "There are three sheeps in the garden."
"He breaked the window."
Appropriateness/Acceptability: "Open the window" (where
polite form should be used). (pp. 12-15)
TYPES OF ERRORS b)
According to Richards (1985) there is a three way 
classification of errors that are: a) Interlingual errors, 
b) Intralingual errors, c) Developmental errors.
Interlingual Errors
Some errors of second language reflect the structure of 
their native language. Such errors are called interlingual 
errors. Richards (1985) attributes this type of error to the 
influence of LI and L2 during production and it is presumed 
that they occur in utterances where mode of expression of one 
language clearly differs from the other.
From the point of view of the target language Dulay, 
Burt, and Krashen (1982) set forth the idea that 
"interlingual errors are similar in structure to a 
semantically equivalent phrase or sentence in the learner’s 
native language" (p. 171).
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) point out that
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researchers usually prepare translations of the learner’s 
sentences into his LI to identify the similarities between 
the translation and the native language form.
Altunkaya (1990), however, gives an example of an error 
made by a Turkish learner by translating his sentence into 
Turkish and he indicates that because of the difference 
between English language and Turkish language systems, errors 
coming from Turkish may not show in the exact translation of 
Turkish. The example he gives is: "Ahmet married with Fatraa."
which presumably translates "Ahmet Fatma ile evlendi." while 
a morpheme by morpheme translation would have yielded "Ahmet 
Fatma with married" (Altunkaya, 1990, p.5).
Researchers found out that the number of grammatical 
errors that can be shown to depend upon the native language 
is very low, that is around 3 percent to 30 percent (p. 5).
Intralingual and Developmental Errors
To show the difference between developmental and 
intralingual errors, it is necessary to examine Richards’ 
definitions. He defines intralingual errors in the following 
way:
Intralingual errors are those which reflect the general 
characteristics of rule learning, such as faulty 
generalization, incomplete application of rules, and 
failure to learn conditions under which rules apply. 
(Richards, 1974: 174)
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Developmental errors are given the following definition;
Developmental errors illustrate the learner attempting to 
build up hypotheses about the English language from his 
limited experience of it in the clasroom or textbook. 
(Richards, 1974: 174)
If the complexity of the second language structure encourages 
this kind of learning problems, all learners are expected to 
make intralingual errors whatever their native language is.
If the errors made by L2 learners are similar to the 
errors a child makes in native language acquisition, such 
errors are called developmental errors. In developmental 
errors the sources are the same in learning both LI and L2 
and the learners correct themselves during the learning 
process.
To distinguish developmental errors from intralingual 
errors, Richards (1983) says "A major justification for 
labeling an error as developmental comes from noting 
similarities to errors as produced bj'· children who are 
acquiring the target language as their mother tongue" (p.
274) .
Richards (1983) also states that "developmental errors 
reflect the strategies by which the letirner acquires the 
language" and that "... the learner ... is making false 
hypotheses about the target language based on limited 
exposure to it" (p. 274).
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To explain the difference between the interlingual and 
developmental errors, Dulay, Burt and Krashen say "... mental 
mechanisms underlying general language development come into 
play..." (1982, p. 165).
Indicating that these errors may be made by both LI and 
L2 learners, Altunkaya (1990) states that they are "the 
direct result of the learners’ attempts to create language 
based on their hypotheses about the language they are 
learning" (p. 8) and he adds that such errors disappear 
during the learning process as the learner’s language ability 
increases.
Richards (1974) also says that these two kinds of errors 
"...reflect the learner’s competence at a particular stage, 
and illustrate some of the general characteristics of 
language acquisition" (p. 173).
MARKEDNESS
It is better to give an example of markedness to 
show what it means. "Two books" has the word two and 
the suffix :is to show plurality while in Turkish the same 
noun phrase would be "iki kitap", which has the word iki 
(two) to show the plurality.
Languages differ from the point of view of markedness 
as well as many other points of view. This difference 
between languages may cause some difficulties in learning a
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second language. Here it should be noted that markedness can 
be useful as a predictor of difficulty in L2 acquisition.
Citing Gass and Zob, Lightbown (1985) points out the 
importance of the order of teaching marked or unmarked forms:
While learners exposed (in an educational setting) to 
unmarked forms may learn these forms, they will not be 
able to generalize to the marked forms within the same 
linguistic structure. On the other hand, learners who 
are taught marked forms appear to be able to generalize 
to the unmarked forms, (p. 104)
Celce-Murcia (1983) states that an experiment has been 
conducted with regard to marked and unmarked comparatives and
the result was that about 87 percent of all the responses were
unmarked. This result shows that students prefer to use
unmarked forms.
Cowan (1983) and Hammarberg (1985) explain Eckman’s 
'markedness differential hypothesis’ which is that different 
and more marked areas in L2 than in LI of the learner will be 
more difficult to learn and the areas which are different 
again but less marked in L2 than in LI will not be difficult 
to the learner.
As a result, the more marked the source language is in 
relation to the target language, the easier to learn the 
target language.
CORRECTION TECHNIQUES
Walz (1982) groups the error correction techniques
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mainly in two groups, which are oral work and written work, 
and he divides each group into three categories: (a) self
correction, (b) peer correction, and (c) teacher correction.
The examples of self correction techniques as a part 
of oral work include pinpointing, rephrasing questions, 
cueing, generating simple sentences, questioning, repetition, 
grammatical items and gestures and the examples of teacher 
correction as a part of oral work include providing correct 
answer, discrimination exercises and paraphrasing
Symbols and abbreviations, reference to grammar 
rules and checklists are examples of the self correction 
techniques. Projection, group composition, exchanging 
compositions and in-class editing are examples of peer 
correction techniques. Direct correction, recording and 
charting errors are that of teacher correction techniques 
under the title of written work.
INTERLANGUAGE
Corder (1981) disscusses the studies on errors, 
and the reasons for them and he goes on to say that studj''ing 
the eri'ors may help the teacher know the learner’s state of 
knowledge at any particular time. He also shows the 
assumption that "learners’ errors are in some sense 
systematic and not random, otherwise there would be nothing 
for the teacher to learn from them" (p. 66). Furthermore,
2.3
sytematicity of the learners’ errors necessitates a 
well-defined personal grammar to base the learners’ 
utterances on.
Interlanguage was the collective name given to the 
learners’ visions of target languages by Selinker in 1972.
Selinker (1985) informs us that a language learner has 
his attention focused upon one norm of the language whose 
sentences he is attempting to produce. He explains this in 
the following way:
The utterances which are produced when the learner 
attempts to say sentences of a target language. This set 
of utterances for most learners of a second language is 
not identical to the hypothesized corresponding set of 
utterances which would have been produced by a native 
speaker or the target language had he attempted to 
express the same meaning as the learner. (pp. 34-35)
The difference between these two sets of utterances 
proves the existence of a separate linguistic system based 
on the observable output which results from a learner’s 
attempted production of a target language norm.
Interlanguage is the name he gave to this linguistic system.
Corder (1981) interprets this statement as the study of 
language is the study of language learners’ language. He 
also adds that the term suggests:
The learner’s language will show systematic features 
both of the target language and of other languages he
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may know, most obviously of his mother tongue. In other 
words, his system is a mixed or intermediate one. (p. 67]
Selinker (1985) describes fossilization in the 
following:
Fossilizable linguistic phenomena are linguistic items, 
rules and subsystems which speakers of a particular 
native language will tend to keep in their interlanguage 
relative to a particular target language, no matter what 
the age of the learner or amount of explanation and 
instruction he receives in the target language”, (p. 36)
Pointing out that interlanguages are not often used for 
communication, Corder (1981) mentions a study made on the 
phonology and phonetics of interlanguage and as the result of 
this study, that mother tongue interference is clear in a 
sound system. However, he adds that the syntax the learner 
creates appears to be largely influenced by his phonological 
system. In case of grammar, he says:
The nature of the interlanguage grammar a learner creates 
for himself is to a considerable extent determined by the 
knowledge of the language the learner already possesses 
and how elaborate or sophisticated that language is.
(p. 74)
TENSES IN ENGLISH
IN COMPARISON WITH THEIR TURKISH EQUIVALENTS
In order to establish a basis for analyzing the 
writing samples for errors and mistakes in tense usage it was
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necessary to establish a scheme of correct usage in English. 
To that end, four major and authoritative texts on English 
grammar were consulted. These were:
Murphy, R. (1986). English grammar in use. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press.
Close, R. A. (1981). A reference grammar for students 
of English. Essex: Longman.
Quirk, R. and Greenbaum, S. (1984). A university 
grammar of English. Essex: Longman.
Celce-Murcia, M. & Larsen-Freeman, D. (1983). Grammar 
book: an ESL/EFL teacher’s course. Rowley: Newbury House 
Publishers, inc.
For a description of the Turkish tense system, the 
author consulted:
Underhill, R. (1980). Turkish Grammar. The 
Massachussettes Institute of Technology.
Uysal, S. S. (1979). Yabancılara Türkçe Dersleri: 
Birinci bölüm. Istanbul: Sermet Matbaası.
Underhill, R. (1986). Turkish, in D.L. Slobin & K. 
Zimmer. Studies in Turkish Linguistics. Amsterdam: John 
Bejamins Publishing Company.
Dede, M. (1986). Definiteness and Referentiality in 
Turkish Verbal Sentences. in D. L. Slobin & K. Zimmer. 
Studies in Turkish Linguistics. Amsterdam: John Benjamins 
Publishing Company.
Aksu-Koç, A. (1986). The Acquisition of Past Reference 
in Turkish. in D. L. Slobin & K. Zimmer. Studies in Turkish 
Linguistics. Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company.
Aksu-Koç, A. (1988). The acquisition of Aspect and 
Modality: The case of past reference in Turkish. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press.
A composite scheme of the English tense system is 
presented below.
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Simple Past Tense:
a. Situations or actions occured at a specific time in the 
past. Time past can be specified by an adverbial-single 
adverb, adverb phrase, adverb clause-, or by the context.
-X-
pas t present future
(1) Mr. Edwards died ten years ago.
(2) When I lived in Manchester I worked in a bank.
It will be noted that (1) and (2) are rendered in 
Turkish exclusively by the simple past. In the discussion to 
follow, the ones that are rendered exclusively will be 
written Turkish forms only while the others will be explained
(3) Mr. Edwards on yil önce öldü.
(4) Manchester’da yaşarken bankada çalıştım.
b. An action or situation completed over a period and no 
longer applies in the present.
c .
past present future
(5) I wrote with a special pen from 1969 to 1972
(6) Prof. Nelson taught at Yale for thirty years,
(7) 1969dan 1972ye kadar özel bir kalemle yazdım,
(8) Profesör Nelson YaleMe otuz yıl çalıştı. 
Habitual or repeated action/event in the past.
(9) He always wrote with a special pen.
(10) It snowed almost every weekend last year.
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(11) o her zaman özel bir kalemle yazdı.
(12) Geçen yıl her hafta sonu kar yağdı.
d. Definiteness (for indefiniteness see present perfect 
tense).
(13) He says that he saw the meteor last night which 
everyone is excited about.
(14) Herkesi heyecanlandıran meteoru gördüğünü 
söylüyor.
e. With stative verbs in the past time
(15) He appeared to be a creative genious.
(16) I knew that John was a teacher.
(17) 0 yaratıcı bir deha olarak ortaya çıktı.
(18) John’un öğretmen olduğunu biliyordum.
In such sentences, olduğunu may mean both present and past,
f. Past conditional or imaginative events in the subordinate 
clause.
(19) I wish you were here.
(20) If he took better care of himself, he would not 
be absent so often.
(21) Keşke burada olsan.
(22) Kendine daha çok dikkat etse, bu kadar sık 
devamsızlık yapmaz.
In Turkish, such sentences are expressed in simple present 
tense but it is not the concern of this study.
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g. In American English there is a tendency to use the past 
informally in the place of perfective:
(23) I saw it already. (= I have seen it already).
(24) Ben onu zaten gördüm.
The translation of both sentences are in simple past tense in 
Turkish.
Adverbials:
There is no adverbial of past time in the question in:
When were you born?
Rome was not built in one day.
But obviously one’s birth and the building of an old city 
occurred at a time that the speaker can only think of as 
past.
Ago, yesterday, last_________, when we were at school.
Today and this are used both with the simple past and the 
present perfect.
worked 
have worked
today. 
this month, 
for an hour.
Present Perfect Tense:
This tense often expresses how the speaker views 
himself relative to the event(s) he is talking about,
a. A situation that began in the past and that continued 
into the present.
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present
(25) I have been a teacher since 1986.
(26) 1986dan beri öğretmenim
This sentence is said in simple present tense.
b. A past experience with current relevance.
(27) I have already seen that movie.
(28) I have written with a special pen since 1972.
(29) Ben o filmi zaten gördüm,
(30) 1972 den beri özel bir kalemle yazıyorum.
(29) is in simple past tense in Turkish since there is 
no adverb of time in (27) whereas (30) is in present 
continuous tense because there is an adverb of time in (28).
c. A very recently completed action.
(31) Mort has just finished his homework.
(32) Mort ödevini henüz bitirdi.
(31) is translated into Turkish in simple past tense.
d. An action that went on over time in the past and that is 
completed with the moment of speech.
(33) The value of the Johnsons’ house has doubled in 
the last four years.
(34) Johnson’larin evinin değeri son dört yılda iki 
kat arttı.
Again, (33) is translated in simple past tense into Turkish.
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e. With verbs in subordinate clauses of time or condition.
(35) She will not be satisfied until she has finished 
another chapter.
(36) Başka bir bölümü daha bitirmeden tatmin 
olmayacak.
In this sentence bitirmeden has a present meaning. The same 
sentence could be translated as:
(37) Başka bir bölümü daha bitirinceye kadar tatmin 
olmayacak.
In this case bitirinceye has a future meaning.
(38) If you have done your homework, you can watch TV.
(39) Eğer ödevini yaptıysan televizyon seyredebilirsin. 
This sentence is translated into Turkish in the simple past 
tense, but again this is outside the scope of this study.
f. Indef initeness.
(40) He says that he has seen a meteor at the same 
time. (Between earliest memory and the present).
(41) Aynı zamanda bir meteor gördüğünü söylüyor. 
Gördüğünü has a past reference here.
g. To say that you have never done something or that you 
have not done something during a period of time which 
continues up to the present.
(42) I have never studied.
(43) I have not smoked for three years.
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(44) Hiç çalışmadım.
(42) is translated in simple past tense.
(45) Üç yıldır sigara içmiyorum.
(43) is translated into Turkish in present continuous tense,
h. To give new information or to announce a recent 
happening.
(46) I have lost my key. Can you help me look for it?
(47) Ow! I’ve burnt myself.
(48) Anahtarımı kaybettim.
(49) Ah! Kendimi yaktım.
In Turkish recent happenings are also expressed in simple 
past tense.
j. After a superative.
(50) This is the most beautiful scene I have ever
seen.
(51) Bu bugüne kadar gördüğüm en güzel manzara.
Simple past is used again in the Turkish translation of the 
sentence.
Adverbials:
till now, by now, up to the present, in the last few years,
since, for, so far, yet, today, this _____, in the last few
years, just, already, ever, never, recently, and also,
this is the first time ....... it is the first time .....
forms are used with sentences in present perfect tense.
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Past Perfect Tense:
a. The point of current relevance to which the past perfect 
extends is a point in the past.
past relevant present future 
point
(52) (I say now that) when I met him John had lived in 
Paris for ten years.
(53) (Şimdi söylüyorum ki) ben onunla tanıştığımda 
John on yıldır Paris’te yaşıyordu.
Here, in Turkish, the meaning could be given in past 
continuous tense if the person met John in Paris and if he 
met John in another city after he came back from Paris,the 
sentence could be expressed as in the following:
(54) Ben onunla karşılaştığımda John on yil Paris’te 
yaşamıştı.
b. An action completed in the past prior to some other past 
event.
(55) When I arrived at the party, Tom had already gone
home.
(56) Partiye vardığımda Tom zaten gitmişti.
c. It is used to make it clear which event or state in a 
sequence preceded which. It can be regarded as a 
transference eithe of the present perfect to the past or of 
the past to a previous past
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(57) Hello George. I haven’t met your sister yet.
(58) Merhaba George. Henüz kız kardeşinle tanışmadım. 
Transferred to the past that could become:
(59) I saw George on Friday. (I told him) I had not 
met his sister yet.
(60) Cuma günü George’u gördüm. Ona, henüz 
kızkardeşiyle tanışmadığımı söyledim.
In this sentence, tanışmadığımı has a meaning in simple past.
d. When the reporting verb is in the past tense, verbs in 
the reported speech are changed as follows:
direct indirect
past past perfect------optional
past perfect past perfect
pres, perfect past perfect------obligatory
e. Sometimes simple past and past perfect are interchangable
(61) I ate my lunch after my wife came/had come home 
from her shopping.
(62) Karim alışverişten geldikten sonra yemeğimi
yedim.
In (62) also geldikten has a meaning in simple past.
f. In the subordinate clause of past conditional or 
imaginative events.
(63) If Sally had studied harder, she wouJd have 
passed the exam.
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In this chapter, linguistic methodology of contrastive 
analysis and error analysis were looked at from a 
psycholinguistic point of view which also brought up 
pedagogical issues and a specific CA on the simple past, the 
present perfect and the past perfect tenses were conducted.
In the next chapter an empirical study of errors in the three 
tenses in a corpus of linguistic data to see the degree to 
which the linguistic and psycholinguistic theorization that 
has been holds up.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY
Chapter 3 will describe and explain (a) the data 
collection used technique used, (b) the topic selected,
(c) grouping of the data, (d) the abbreviations used in 
Chapter 4, (e) the considerations taken into account during
the analysis, (f) the technique used for the analysis, (g) the 
difficulties faced during the analysis and (h) the examples 
of difficulties encountered.
For this research, it was necessary to analyze essays. 
There are a variety of possible different ways to collect 
data; that is different ways of having students write essays. 
For example, students could be asked to write about a picture 
they were shown, begin or end a story, or a topic could be 
given to them.
For this research the essay topic chosen was the 
the English background of the students because it seemed to 
be appropriate for evoking errors in tense, especially in the 
simple past, past perfect and present perfect tenses.
Choosing this topic also enabled students to write freely 
without concentrating on the tenses they used and thus 
without feeling nervous and uncomfortable. Here it should 
also be added that only the volunteers wrote their 
backgrounds. The researcher simply visited a number of
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classes and asked the students to write a composition on 
their English backgrounds indicating that they were going to 
be used for her research. Those students who did not want to 
write left the classroom.
First the researcher went into some classes of her two 
colleagues in Dokuz Eylül University. One of them was a 
teacher of a group of third year students in the Theology 
Faculty and was following the service English program of the 
university. The other colleague was working in the 
preparatory program of the university and her students were 
graduate students with different backgrounds of English. The 
third class the researcher went to was a preparatory class in 
the lycee section of the high school called "İzmir Anadolu Dış 
Ticaret Lisesi". In addition, the researcher collected a 
sample of data informally from her friends and relatives.
The seven papers collected this way were classified and 
labeled under the 'others’ category in the report which 
follows. Finally, the researcher asked her classmates in 
Bilkent University to describe their English backgrounds 
in writing with the belief that they could be used as a 
control group. Thus collected samples of data from several 
quite different groups of students with the hope the 
researcher would be able to demonstrate some clean 
progressions in the interlanguage and error patterns of
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Turkish students of English.
The numbers of papers collected from the samples of 
students were shown in Table 1 and Table 2 in the fourth 
chapter. The papers were analyzed for production errors in 
using certain tenses: simple past, present perfect and past
perfect tenses. The number of sentences written in the three 
tenses were counted, and the number of sentences used 
appropriately in context as well as the number of sentences 
used inappropriately in context were provided. During the 
analysis if-clauses were not taken into consideration.
Because the interest was in errors which were meaning 
oriented, grammar mistakes in other parts of the sentence were 
ignored when the intended tense of the verb form was clear.
Although the consideration the researcher gave to 
meaning helped her identify and classify errors, she 
sometimes had difficulties in analyzing papers because 
she would look at some fairly broad contexts. An example 
selected from an advanced level graduate student 
is given in the following paragraph:
I would like to express my apologies for the lack of some 
factual recall related to the issue of how I learned 
English. I had often wondered about when and how I 
became proficient in English but could not really put 
together the bits of information resting in some dismal 
corner of my mind. Some interviewing with my school 
friends added to what little I could remember eventually 
directed me to the content of this paper.
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Also another problem in the analysis was the wrong use 
of simple present tense --the simple present instead of the 
simple past-- because of the difference between Turkish and 
English in tense agreement. The following examples are given 
to show this problem. The first example was taken from a 
paper of an advanced level graduate student and the other two 
from the papers of preparatory class students in Dokuz Eylül 
University:
Attending her classes was a pleasure for us because she 
acted in a way which is very distant to those who teach other subjects.
Because my school was an architecture so I need more 
foreign literature.
I started to attend prep class in Dokuz Eylül University 
after the university exam. The only goal in prep class 
is to improve English, I tried to learn English with 
pleasure.
The papers were also grouped into three levels: mainly 
elementary, intermediate and advanced groups. Later, the 
classifications were confirmed when the researcher identified 
the average T-Units in each group. By a T-Unit the 
researcher means a sentence or a sentence part which can 
itself be classified as a sentence on the basis of 
exhibiting a noun phrase (NP) and a verb Phrase (VP) in its 
surface structure or deep structure.
To analyze the papers, the researcher underlined the T- 
units in the three tenses which were the concern of this
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study, counted the sentences, checked whether they were used 
appropriately in context or not and made tables to show the 
number of the sentences used in these three tenses. The 
tables on which the tables in Chapter 4 were based were given 
in Appendix 1. In Chapter 4, on the left column of Table 1 
and Table 2 'simple past right’ shows the number of the 
sentences used right in the simple past tense, and 'simple 
past wrong’ shows the number of sentences used
inappropriately in context and the other tenses are explained 
in the similar way.
Tables were prepared to show the results and to draw 
conclusions. Some abbreviations were used in the tables;
I.T.L. to mean Izmir Ticaret Lisesi, D.E.U. to mean Dokuz 
Eylül University, and Theo. to mean theology faculty.
Another necessary explanation here is that the terms 
'sentence’ and 'T-Units’ are used interchangably to mean 
T-Units.
The tables and the conclusions are given in 
Chapter four.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS
In Chapter 4, tables are presented to show the results 
of the analyses, both in numbers and in percentages. The data 
were analyzed in two ways: a) T-Units b) correct and incorrect 
use of the tenses which the researcher was concerned with.
The analyses were conducted, and the tables were 
prepared with reference to: a) the levels of groups, and 
b) the classes they were collected from. Both analyses are 
explained.
The first four tables give the results of T-Unit analysis 
and the following four give the results of the correct and 
incorrect use of the three tenses. Table 9 shows the 
distribution of the wrong use of the tenses.
Table 1 gives the average numbers of correct and 
incorrect uses of the three tenses shown by groups they were 
collected from, Table 2 gives the same numbers by the level 
of advancement. Table 3 gives the average numbers of T-Units, 
words and average number of words per unit by groups involved 
in the data collection, Table 4 gives the same average 
numbers by levels of advancement. Table 5 and Table 6 gives 
correct and incorrect numbers and percentages of T-Units in 
numbers while Table 7 and Table 8 gives the same thing 
according to the levels of advancement.
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AVERAGE NUMBERS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT USES OF
TABLE 1
THE THREE TENSES SHOWN BY GROUPS THEY WERE COLLECTED FROM
i.T.L. D.E.U. D.E.U. BiIkentprep prep theo. grad Others
students 11 9 11 18 7
simple past 
right 15.77 7.4 5 4.09 55.11 4
simple past 
wrong 0.11 0 0.09 0.05 0.14
pres.perfect 
right 0.33 0.18 0.18 1 0.86
pres.perfect 
wrong 0.11 0.73 0 0.16 0.71
past perfect 
right 0.11 0.18 0 1.66 0
past perfect 
wrong 0.44 0.09 0.27 0.11 0.14
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
0.22 0.73 0 0.50 0.14
morphological 0 0 0.09 0 0.14
errors
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AVERAGE NUMBERS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT USES OF
TABLE 2
THE THREE TENSES SHOWN BY LEVEL OF ADVANCEMENT
elementary intermediate advanced
simple past 
right
4.058 10.857 55.111
simple past 
wrong
0.117 0.048 0.055
simple past 
total 4.175 10.905 55.166
present perfect 
right
0.47 0.238 1
present perfect 
wrong
0.29 0.428 0.166
present perfect 
total 0.76 0.666 1.166
past perfect 
right
0 0.143 1.666
past perfect 
wrong
0.23 0.238 0.111
past perfect 
total 0.23 0.381 1.777
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
0.058 0.476 0.5
morpholog. 0.058 0.048 0
errors
4 3
Since the interest was in progression in language use 
the data are best understood by examining the results of 
Table 2.
Referring to Table 4, we find the average of T-units in 
elementary group is 13*12 and 4*175 of these are shown to 
have been in the simple past tense, 0.76 of these in present 
perfect tense and 0.23 of these in past perfect tense* Total 
5.165 out of 13.12 T-Units were analyzed and this makes the 
39.37 percent of a composition.
In intermediate group average of T-Units (in Table 4) 
was 23.28 and 10.905 of them were in the past, 0.66 of it was 
in present perfect tense, and 0.381 of it was in the past 
perfect* In sum, 11*946 T-Units out of 23*38 were analyzed 
and this makes 51.33 percent of a composition.
In advanced group, average of T-Units was 87. Of these 
55.166 were in the simple past, 1.166 of it was in present 
perfect and 1.777 of it was in past perfect tense. Totally 
58.609 out of 87 T-Units were analyzed and this makes 67.35 
percent of a composition.
The increase in the percentage of the analyzed part of 
the composition is another sign to show that errors decrease 
as the level of the student becomes higher since the 
sentences considered wrong, as explained below, are mostly 
because of a wrong tense usage instead of the simple past.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF T-UNITS, WORDS AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS 
PER UNIT BY GROUPS INVOLVED IN THE DATA COLLECTION
TABLE 3
GROUP T-UNITS WORDS AVERAGE
WORDS
I.T.L. 30.66 223.22 7 . 12
D.E.U. PREP 17.27 130.18 7.575
D.E.U. THEO. 11.09 75.09 6.91
BILKENT GRAD 87 820.86 9 . 17
OTHERS 17.71 118 6.66
Table 3 shows the average number of T-units, of words 
in a T-unit and of words in one composition according to the 
groups from which the data were collected. Although the 
number of T-units and the total number of words in a 
composition vary considerably, the number of average words in 
a T-unit are closer to each other, especially the prep 
students in two different schools have an average of more 
than seven while the theology students and the others group 
have an average less than seven. Expectedly, graduate 
students’ average words are more than the other four groups.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF T-UNITS, WORDS AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS 
PER UNIT BY LEVEL OF ADVANCEMENT
TABLE 4
GROUP T-UNITS WORDS AVERAGE
WORDS
ELEMENTARY GROUP 13.12 86.24 6.79
INTERMEDIATE GROUP 23.28 172.52 7.38
ADVANCED GROUP 87 820.86 9.17
Table 4 shows the average number of T-units, average 
number of words and average number of average words in a 
T-unit in the groups according to levels of their English. 
Elementary group students wrote about 13 T-Units, each of 
which consisted of about 7 words and their whole composition 
consisted of about 86 words. In an intermediate paper, there 
were about 23 T-Units, each of which consisted of about 7 
woi'ds and the composition length was about 17 3 words.
Advanced group students wrote about 821 word-long 
compositions and in the compositions, there were 87 T-Units 
each of which consisted of about 9 words.
This table also shows the difference between the number 
of units, words, and T-unit length according to the levels of 
the students. The more competent the students are in L2 the 
longer the T-units and compositions are. An intermediate
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paper is nearly twice as long as an elementary paper while an 
advanced paper is the longest, nearly seven times longer than 
an elementary paper, and four times longer than an 
intermediate paper. This can be considered natural, however, 
since an elementary level student’s English background can 
not be expected to be as long as an advanced student’s.
More important than the T-unit number is the T-unit 
length. While an elementary L2 learner makes a T-unit about 
6.8 words long, an intermediate student makes a little longer 
T-unit, about 7.4 words. An advanced level student, however, 
uses T-units about 9.2 words long. T-Unit length is a real 
sign to show how competent the learner is in the language he 
or she is learning.
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TABLE 5
NUMBERS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT T-UNITS (CLAUSES OR
SENTENCES) IN 'THE THREE TENSES BY THE GROUPS
THEY WERE COLLECTED FROM
I.T.L.
prep
D.E.
prep
U. D.E.U.
theo
BiIkent 
grad Others
TOTAL
number of 
students 9 11 11 18 7 56
simple past 
right
142 82 45 992 28 1289
simple past 
wrong
1 0 1 1 1 4
simple past 
total 143 82 46 993 29 1293
pres.perfect 
right
3 2 2 18 5 30
pres·perfect 
wrong
1 8 0 3 6 18
pres.perfect 
total 4 10 2 21 11 48
past perfect 
right
1 2 0 30 0 33
past perfect 
wrong
4 1 3 2 1 11
past perfect 
total 5 3 3 32 1 44
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
2 8 0 9 1 20
morphological
errors
0 0 1 0 1 2
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PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT USES OF THREE TENSES 
IN EACH DATA COLLECTION GROUP
TABLE 6
1 .T.L. D.E.U. D.E.U. Bilkent AVERprep prep theo. grad Others
simple past 
right 99 100 98 99.8 97 98.76
pres.perfect 
right 75 20 100 86 45.5 65.3
past perfect 
right 20 66 0 94 0 36.2
The analysis results of Table 5 and Table 6 are
explained together.
Table 5 gives the number of sentences used in simple 
past, present perfect and past perfect sentences and of 
sentences in simple present tense instead of simple past and 
of the sentences which had morphological errors according to 
the groups during data collection. The number of T-units 
used right or wrong in the studied tenses, total number of 
the T“units in each group and of each tense were given also. 
The numbers in Table 5 shows that simple past tense is the 
most frequently used, and the most frequently right used one.
The number and the percentage of simple past tense
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used right in the two tables show that the past tense was not 
a problem to students in all groups.
Present perfect tense causes a little confusion in the 
tables, but here it should be considered that the number of 
T-units used in present perfect is very limited and the two 
sentences used right by thelogy students and the two of the 
sentences used right by others group students are in "T have 
got ..." pattern which is a memorized pattern that is taught 
at state schools at the very beginning of the English course 
and three of these sentences are about the families. The 
following is an example to this: "I have got three brothers
and one sister". Also in ITL group all three sentences 
considered right were written in the same pattern, too.
Like present perfect tense, the past perfect tense is 
used very limitedly also. In Table 6 it is clear that the 
Bilkent group shows success in using it right correctly.
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NUMBERS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT T-UNIT (CLAUSES OR 
SENTENCES) IN THE THREE TENSES BY ADVANCEMENT LEVEL
TABLE 7
elementary intermediate advanced TOTAL
number of 
students
17 21 18 56
simple past 
right 69 228 992 1289
simple past 
wrong
2 1 1 4
simple past
total 71 229 993 1293
present perfect 
right
7 5 13 30
present perfect 
wrong
6 9 14 18
present perfect
total 13 14 21 48
past perfect 
right
0 3 30 33
past perfect 
wrong
4 5 2 11
past perfect
total 4 8 32 44
simple present
instead of 
simple past
1 10 9 20
morphological
errors
1 1 0 2
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PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT USES OF THREE TENSES 
BY ADVANCEMENT LEVEL
TABLE 8
elementary intermediate advanced
simple past 
right 97.18 99.56 99.90
simple past 
wrong 2.81 0.44 0.10
present perfect 
right 53.85 35.71 85.71
present perfect 
wrong 46.15 64.29 14.29
past perfect 
right 0 37.50 93.75
past perfect 
wrong 100 62.50 6.25
The analysis results of Table 7 and Table 8 are given 
together.
When the frequency of the use of the tenses studied 
is analyzed according to the levels of the students, the 
percentage of the simple past tense used right was again the 
highest and although all the percentages were over 95 
percent, the percentage of the elementary group was the
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lowest, and that of the intermediate group was the second 
lowest.
The present perfect was again problematic here as it 
was seen in Table 5 and Table 6. Similar explanations can be 
made for these tables also. Four out of eight right 
sentences in present perfect tense in elementary group were 
again in "I have got ...” pattern. However, there was not 
a great difference between the percentages of rights and 
wrongs. In the intermediate group, three of the correct 
sentences in present perfect tense were in previously 
mentioned pattern and as the number of sentences used in this 
tense increased, the percentage of the wrong sentences 
increased as well. However, although the percentage of the 
rights increased in fadvanced group, the percentage of wrongs 
was still about 15 percent. This shows that errors in using 
present tense can not readily be diminished.
When past perfect tense results were analyzed, it was 
seen that while there was nobody who used this tense right in 
elementary group, the number of sentences used in this tense 
and the percentage of right usage increased in the elementary 
group In the advanced group, the sentences used in this tense 
were much more than the intermediate group and the percentage 
of the right sentences was very high. This shows that the 
errors in using past perfect tense can to a great extent be 
diminished.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WRONG USE OF THE TENSES 
ENTRIES SHOW THE TENSE WHICH SHOULD (CORRECTLY) HAVE BEEN USED
TABLE 9
A.
B.
C.
Simple Past Wrong = 4
present perfect tense 1
past perfect tense 0
others 3
Present Perfect Wrong = 16
simple past 15
past perfect 0
others 1
Past Perfect Tense = 11
simple past 11
present perfect 0
others 0
Table 9 provides for an analysis of Turkish writers 
incorrectly substitute tenses. The data are derived from 
Tables 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 in Appendix 1.
Although percentages show that simple past is used 
right most of the time, the analysis of the wrong T-Units in 
the present perfect and the past perfect tense reveals that 15
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out of 18 T-Units in present perfect tense should be written 
in simple past tense and all the T-Units in past perfect 
should be simple past. Here, it should also be noted that 
only one of the T-Units in simple past tense should be 
written in present perfect tense.
Fifteen out of 16 wrong sentences in present perfect 
tense should be written in simple past since in Turkish 
simple past is used mostly where in English present perfect 
tense is used. The other wrong sentence that was shown under 
the 'others’ list was in present continuous tense, 
expectedly.
Another point to be noticed here is that the highest 
number of errors is in present perfect. It might be because 
there is no exact equivalent of that tense in Turkish.
Past perfect tense is used wrong 11 times and all the 
times it was used wrong, simple past tense should be used. 
This may be because there is not a tense which can be the 
equivalent of past perfect tense in Turkish.
In this study the researcher also analyzed the wrong 
uses of other tenses instead of the three tenses being 
studied. The result was that one T-Unit was written in "used 
to" form instead of simple past tense and one other sentence 
was written in present continuous tense instead of present 
perfect tense. But these errors cannot be considered as
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errors because they are done only once, so they must be 
called 'mistakes’ unless additional data proving their status 
as errors is collected.
The use of simple present tense instead of simple past 
arises from the difference between tense agreement rules in 
English and in Turkish. At this point English may be said to 
be "more subjective" and Turkish "more objective". That is 
to say in Turkish, if the situation that the speaker 
experienced before is still the same, a Turkish speaker uses 
present tense while a speaker of English uses past tense to 
talk about it. This is clearly an error because this error 
was made by each group of students and its percentage does 
not decrease to a great extent as the level of the students 
become higher, instead it increases (see Table 2).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this study,a general introduction to the topic, a 
review of the literature about contrastive analysis, error 
analysis, and the three tenses in English with their 
equivalents, methodology for the research, presentation and 
the analysis of the data and general results were given.
This chapter includes the specific results, 
implications for the teachers, and suggestions for further 
study.
The simple past tense is not a great problem for 
students and the increase in the percentage shows that they 
are not persistent errors . Students can be taught to use 
simple past tense correctly from the very first day because 
there is not great difference between Turkish simple past 
tense and English past tense.
The present perfect is a consistent error, the 
percentage of the errors can be decreased but it cannot be 
diminished since there is not one tense which matches present 
perfect tense in Turkish. However, simple past is used 
generally in translations of such sentences and the 
distribution of errors show that the students use present 
perfect where simple past should be used sometimes because
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they think in Turkish, and it is not clear for them where to 
use it*
Past perfect is, especially at the beginning, a problem 
as well. However, it is more likely to be corrected*
The results also show that students tend to use tenses 
they have no problem with or they find the equivalent of 
which closer to their native tongue more.
It teaching simple past tense, teachers are expected to 
give more emphasis to tense agreement rule in English*
Teachers are suggested to teach present perfect tense 
contrastively to make the distinction between the simple past 
and the present perfect clearer and more meaning oriented 
tense use exercises could be done in class.
Past perfect tense can be taught in the way it was 
taught, it only needs more meaning oriented tense use 
exercises especially in the beginning classes*
A study might be done on the use of simple present 
tense instead of simple past and clearer results and thus 
explanations could be given.
Another study that could be done is that of other 
tenses, selection of vocabulary, modals, if-clauses, 
adjectival, adverbial, or noun clauses*
Even, after having applied a reliable and Vcilid test, 
data collected from students could be divided according to 
the results of the test and thus this study could be repeated.
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APPENDIX 1
TABLE 1
ELEMENTARY GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNTTS
TOTAL WORDSTOTAL AVERAGEWORDS
1 . G. 14 88 6.28
2. M. T. 21 111 5.28
3 . K.B. 5 32 6.4
4 . M.K. 8 46 5.75
5 . M.K. 3 24 8
6 . A.T. 5 40 8
7 . B. 15 114 7.6
8. Y.K. 18 134 7.44
9 . K.K. 10 67 6.7
10. M.T. 16 121 7.56
11. H. Y. 7 49 7
12 . G.K. 17 124 7.29
13 . M.B. 19 114 6
14 . S. A. 11 69 6.27
15. B.S. 8 50 6.25
16 . T.T. 11 90 8.18
17. G.O. 35 193 5.51
6 4
TABLE 2
INTERMEDIATE GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL
WORDS
TOTAL
AVERAGE
WORDS
1 . A.O. 34 265 7.50
2. B.S. 12 89 7.41
3. P.K. 18 136 7.55
4 . O. Y. 58 439 7.57
5 . c.O.g. 16 104 6.5
6. s.§. 40 316 7.9
7 . §.K. 25 142 5.68
8. s .o. 39 282 7.23
9. S .L . 34 236 6.74
10 F.O. 20 134 6.7.
11 . M. K . 10 63 6.3
12 . F.K. 14 96 6.86
13 . A.O. 13 78 6
14 . §.g. 39 296 7.59
15 . T. z. 10 73 7.3
16 . C.K. 25 186 7.44
17.. Z . D . 5 46 9.2
18,. D.O. 29 24 3 8.38
19. E. K. 20 174 8.7
20. A.G. 5 43 8.6
21. O.K. 23 182 7.91
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TABLE 3
ADVANCED GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL
WORDS
TOTAL
AVERAGE
WORDS
1 . B.G. 139 1538 11.06
2 . F.O. 55 578 10.50
3 . ?.S. 122 993 8.14
4 . Y.B. 27 193 7 . 14
5 . M . Z . A . 71 609 8.57
6. O.B. 100 964 9.64
7 . K.B. 95 871 9.16
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TABLE 4
ITL GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL WORDSTOTAL AVERAGEWORDS
1. A.O. 34 265 7.50
2. B.S. 12 89 7.41
3 . P.K. 18 136 7.55
4 . 0. Y. 58 439 7.57
5 . c.o.g. 16 104 6.5
6. s.§. 40 316 7.9
7 . § .K. 25 142 5.68
8. s.o. 39 282 7.23
9 . S.L. 34 236 6.74
6 7
TABLE 5
D . E . U .  PREP GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT T-UNTTSTOTAL WORDSTOTAL AVERAGEWORDS
1 . F.O. 20 134 6.7
2. M.K. 10 63 6.3
3 . F.K. 14 96 6.86
4. A.O. 13 78 6
5 . §.g. 39 296 7.59
6 . T.Z. 10 73 7.3
7 . C.K. 25 186 7.44
8. Z.D. 5 46 9.2
9 . D.O. 29 243 8.38
10 . E.K. 20 174 8.7
11 . A.G. 5 43 8.6
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TABLE 6
D . E . U .  THEOLOGY FACULTY GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL WORDSTOTAL
AVERAGE
WORDS
1 . G. 14 88 6.28
2 . M.T. 21 111 5.28
3 . K.B. 5 32 6.4
4. M. K. 8 46 5.75
5. M.K. 3 24 8
6 . A.T. 5 40 8
7 . B. 15 114 7.6
8. Y.K. 18 134 7.44
9 . F.K. 10 67 6.7
10 . M.T. 16 121 7.56
11 . H. Y. 7 49 7
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BILKENT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENTS
TABLE 7
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL
WORDS
TOTAL AVERAGEWORDS
1 . B.G. 139 1538 11.06
2 . F.O. 55 578 10.50
3. § .S . 122 993 8.14
4 . Y.B. 27 193 7. 14
5 . M.Z.A. 71 609 8.57
6 . O.B. 100 964 9.64
7. K.B. 95 871 9.16
Table seven shows seven examples of eighteen advanced 
level graduate students because of lack of time. The papers 
analyzed in terms of T-units and words were chosen at random.
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TABLE 8
OTHERS GROUP
NAME OF THE 
STUDENT
T-UNITS
TOTAL WORDSTOTAL
AVERAGE
WORDS
1. G.K. 17 124 7.29
2. M.B. 19 114 6
3. S . A. 11 69 6.27
4 . B.S . 8 50 6.25
5. T.T. 11 90 8.18
6. G.O. 35 193 5.51
7 . O.K. 23 182 7.91
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Table 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 give the personal
count of T-units, words, and the average words in a T-unit 
The persons’ initials were given in the horizontal units. 
These tables were used to make table 10 and 11 in terms of 
groups.
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PERSONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS 
I.T.L. STUDENTS
TABLE 9
c1. Y. P.K. B.S. A.O. c .g . S .0. S.L. s .K. s .
simple past 
right 33 4 6 16 7 21 19 10 26
simple past 
wrong 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
pres.perfect 
right 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
pres.perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
right 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
morphological
errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3
D. E. U. THEOLOGY FACULTY
TABLE 10
Y.K. G. . M.K. M.K. H. Y. M.T. B. . A.T. F.K. K.B. M.T
simple past 
right 7 4 2 1 5 4 8 2 2 3 7
simple past 
wrong 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
present perfect 
right 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
present perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
simple present 
instead of 0 
simple past
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
morphological 
errors 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 11
D. E.  U. PREP GROUP
M.K. F.K. A.O. §.g. T. z. A.G. C.K. Z.D. D.O. E.K. F.O
simple past 
right 5 2 3 25 3 2 15 2 8 11 6
simple past 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
present perfect 
right 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
present perfect 
wrong 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
past perfect 
right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
simple present 
instead of 2 
simple past
0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
morphological 
errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 12
BILKENT UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
Y.B. B.G. F.B. s.s. H.O. S.A. M. A. M. A . L.T. F.O
simple past 
right 17 80 20 53 43 26 53 38 48 39
simple past 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
present perfect 
right 1 2 2 3 1 0 1 1 0 0
present perfect 
wrong 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
past perfect 
right 1 9 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
simple present 
instead of 0 
simple past
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
morphological 
errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 6
BILKENT UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
TABLE 13
§ .K. K.B. O.B. N.T. c.g. R.H. N.K. N.K.
simple past 
right 61 98 60 79 94 94 34 55
simple past 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
present perfect 
right 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0
present perfect 
wrong 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
right 3 2 2 1 6 1 0 0
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
0 0 0 3 4 0 0 1
morphological
errors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 14 
OTHERS GROUP
B• S . T.T. G.O. O.K. S . A. M.B. G.K.
simple past 
right 1 8 1 4 1 8 5
simple past 
wrong 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
present perfect 
right 1 0 4 0 0 0 2
present perfect 
wrong 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
past perfect 
wrong 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
simple present 
instead of 
simple past
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
morphological
errors 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
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fimeo. And. our deyreeo docun.
In t tc .  t k  »rd c I0 .S:» Cwr te o c te r  tuna u e ^  c|«aocl. 
S t e  cx>me .(?rom Ef^lond- In 41iq 4 ^eo»'~ o  (ow  <uxfia 
removed. 4Ke. Edtitotion rn in i.54ey ,>So »4^  tk e . studants'
u jQ n t. 4 t ^  c o n '4" ..s4udy And. .m c t^  .34u<den45^
d id n 't Join 4lie  E f^loK leoaoo · in odolifion^ som e  
4eocber.s d id n 't  CofV) e- 4o 4Kcl. cjcioa. A  .(ecu noon ihs  
lo4ci~ t t o t  Iccu UJQ^  r o«-^ >gd - /4- cuoa ue/c; fcCidL |o r  oil 4K«. 
studer» 4 s . Aj^ter 4t»ot cue tjod 4o .s4u<^ to rd - 6u4 Our 
.^ctcol'-s ccnd»4iCn s cccian' t  enou(^ K to  leorn o e ^  'us/'ell -
exom pie  cue- H adn't o r^  [ a n ^ o ^ c  io h o ro ^ ^ o ^ , A n d  
(JuG_ ir)od.n'4 0 .novjQt> f lm e .. ’T 'he/e- w o a  Oq Im j-Our iesjxso 
in Ci VJUC.<2_k..-^ In 41tc<4- ^ c o r  Cue rcu ldn 'f leorn OnyiK'ny.
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0 π )^ u j e  neoç i- с ц г  le=>::c<^ b o o L  . S o  n r ^  p o i n - b  
tuos s&>^en. l4- -p3<^ roe 3o
Â f ï  er -fbo-b IL -^karjecL fo й п а і п і / о  öu^ eT Comme/c/ol
Mi^ b ScKcol. Л  сЬоэе ■¡-ii/s, scJic-oi. because /4- cv-'Ci:»
ieocb'î^ on)  ^ Ег^ІГдК. J_ túon'lecL 4o l ^ r n  i 4- İ2<i."i 4е/,
NoiaJ Our зсІ>со)’з cord ίf іопі u/cIL·
ІЛ/е Kaue о lû/T^uc^e Ιοίχ^ Γ^οΊο«^ . İA/e baue Ц-Ь/і^ « 
One böurs ír>. о cueeL, 4о leorn Еі^І/зК îp 4Kis с^Ьс©/.
;^<jÍ Eí^i/Sb
(ju»e. b o u e  -Çc5ur іппрог4ап4 Іе-зоьпз , *ТКе or<2_
Som^4inrteo L u e ., o r e  u-iob¿^bi<og j>ome_
Irrib-
innpjoi
SpoW*^^ W r i K ^ /  ^eo<i(.n^ cancL ^ і і^гг\^ гС4Г~ 0 o r  •feoehe/'i 
a r e  u<2/^  ^ succe:>.>|'ol a n d  ^^ood 4eoc-be/^-:a. / b e y  
cuon-l' 4o 4-eocb и з  E^^loK  u u e ll . /n  ocU iiicn
<T»a4V>eoro4k;s ond -scíeooe..ЛЬеосг. le=>3cr)S w / l í  p re p o re  
us 4чэ 4"be nfe><-í- j^Gor-,
Nou» rr»^  leü oo i a re  e n jo y o b le . /ΊΠ^
poinfa o r e  íX>rrr>o.l . Л  boue^' |- 9 ο4~ Олу b ro k e r  po'/n k .
|n кЬ із уе О г tu'«2_ nr»u^ "b клоои m a n ^  оиогсі-з. i j l  u /e  
/e a rn  bbe/Y  ^ u j &- c o o  sp eo k _  cancL (joo; b e  b e t  b s '. 
İr» 44ле. bare 3I_ cuonb" fo  ^  4o ca ^ore^n  ûûunl^
4-<3 з р е о Ь  i t  u e ^  uu-cdl. AÇ-\ct d fia iz  Л  <jjan4~ 4c. be- 
a  bus3i ne3*> U/omoo -
JVouJ Л  like- E i^loby n r^  ^cboof^ rn<-j feCfcben^ oocL
r r ^  ^r/ô-)<do^ 3  3  S>-pr,o b— ·
8 1
ViVie-n î i\r^ \ me.i £r,q\o\'i î \Mcii c\+Unc\.'/vj \o V W  seccAclarj sch 
0«>\ . \-\ci>\ ;^garAec\ vrgrvj ',A\efeA'iy \o rAd \ou-\ (^X\c\ei \KlcLre Vie.r<j îrnpor
UnV \n secoAcUi^ ,5cV\oo !^> Ct\uia\ional s^s-iei-rx ,vkvC. cAiî^  ^ ao ^ (earo CV io i 
.Wv\- \t · B<2-c^v'-'iC. ,AA\ü\y\ K/^iV\erc- ÎS PA^  Vio.n<2.l<xMfi ,ij c\ W'rîil-(c pUicea
î  Vycv^ l 0)jp>.irVwiuiy Vo -spcaL toc^U-iVi . î  \ a\Ca \: oa lA ^'3 ^ ¿cVooi" " ^ . . ** " "ur»iM!>awir»i »«WW ■>! __
\oo f R \\V iO\.\^ \a les6oni> \^ A s^c\\ool cl I P pTc-U \-l: '{Uor^
W g. \ e i io n i  lA  \:Wc- 6 e.cioAc(arJ so.l^oo^ .- l-V ïe re . \M a )  n o  m ore. tw  ¡A ^  CKiCj>(-
X •^ V'iX ecl 4o oH€Ac\ prep c:\usk în ^ VlA\Mcril\·^ -oit Wr tVi e. lÀn\V(i/^jiL
R .kcm  ' \ V ie  o n \ j  ^ e c ( i  ¡ a  p r e j i  o \a J J  \<=> »mp rcv it  E n c ^ \ i o K ^  T  \ r U c {
le a rr \ t r . ^ \o V >  \ m UVv p \  e.cvSUrC_ - Be-eciLiiC- VoacVvers a re  opV îrA io V io ,
pc\V'er\X oncl expc-i'i on VVeir .^\KVC. V\cv\ie_ eppurVifw.^  \o le.arr)
En^\ \:M corO|)\<^W \j - fâeccva:^vL ÿcocqss o Ç ^  £ ^ U A  Ü a\ v ^ ‘"'^v\ p re_p
c\ai3 (A ^ Q^r-('iY\eA t cor\S kml Ciac\ cÂc.\lG.\op\: ^ G-cVucuVioo loeccime ‘lA^eroii»^ ^^-
1 Ave. A O ^ \V\U e\e.pcirVrr\e.nV: ij e^ oit^ K ujgÇuV .
X sW'-vlA 4Vui\L Vo (VK^ Ve_cicter5 Ço r Vie\pii^  n\ <2- \-o IrqproUO
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' о
\оо\l
yΰQ6■5Ό,'-^
'^С WoQ I
rvlicw :J T;^ "Íq.^zJ j гj-iL· J!T
3l Covj\JLt> V З'Ѵос^  g-X Гор4-·----- о -о ·
'^^А-о 5cr>r-^ >^aotjíi ^ ^ s'Vsir-'Veol G oclg.\^\\ е^со'-Д^
"X Ѵчу^ \ч^  v^-SkT-S oVc\. [Г
А-ъ WS'Vvjoi^ £гу1»^1-ч^ 1«^ Д^ о4· X 4>uex<L \οο&·-2§ -Ç*
іѴ. \/\JVö/^ X ѴэерЗ-ч L··
T S~o -вУсгі-^хІ. '&Лр1Гг1-^
\>je\\ -
\ ûX-€/~· ^ fr^l-) Ig-SJoo
s^er^ good
' oWÍ^  ^'Ä'Aor-^
, sJkJô^ t-I^ €ocJ -("(-е. “f/~^
о J. ^Lbc £^cX>narfeor^ _ 4Ito4- rj^ oLfT^-İTaz-y
<^\/^ » rl ^ . Ί^ ΟчлАА\ I-Ä
S»c\noo\ ^
^  VooVl.
4A4J»j5 'Vo co4x-s.e_ ^ W cVn'^ W\Ji
-|-oi- ЛѴ-е^ NA^ r^ C^  ^
dX
^^ô-4o 1T^  0 υΉ-ΘΓ
 ^с/ѵу(і^ '^ )оп* *ii-e_ Sc/>ool
oj! «Se.COr^d/-^ c^Woo\ o>jOS>
c^l^ cl. J  ^OU^J "lldlî
''V'^ /^Sb 4f'
~nOq
lô>^·>4“
,derju\- CT >S^ 4l^5k*4' гѵл^ äVucätK^ '^
<^3 äAtq^-A. -H-C«
S^ rrfl^ .
Ckj^ . CcVoo\ VväS. o^-V 5orr>0.. wV\-N
l^ loär^4ö'  ^  ^ SC^ -o«l ; Чл>е- к^ ѵл€- L/I¿>k^ Ѵч 4-U^
L*or>ör4·^   ^ 1вС"Іѵгте, V-'%H - члЛчв\-л- оД, "VWrvN '■2и~е. чліг^  ѵГ<^ /ѵІ  ^/Г
Ί Vjgç|SK coi-w· \  ^^ .4?'"'*^ пг^  Ё/п^ ГгК loa^d
’v/üV^ V^ *3 v^;:kS So/*v>eA4~M/^ ΖΣ
j>^4" yJ^ d 4*0 4^0. H > «So ^лгмг--Ц··^ / "Ц-чэѵу^ л-
rX cjof^ 4- T^roJ Агчоѵ^к - JX LV>o4" -^ r^ ïtsi^  / *“ѵуэг«0 4-/«fi-_
I  r^x-. corNCOo--ad dr
^-yi'fSU^ 1^  'f'I^  \^г- I j  , o/'^oj4- K/^+S 4b cp¿r&-t.
Ѵу-^сo^p\Ä 4>»\-vo Vy^ vjs; ѴЛ/2-1І. SyİTrU
/^ O^j'X (r>^Or- 4~д^ 4^ O ч-<~ K/\J2^ 4A>>Or^ Д—
VJoW^J Vtnow ^  pp^ U
ÍS 4ke_
XoU
-■:i ^ r  -
"3
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TWO EXAMPLES FROM ADVAWCED GROUP
Cl(X)| UOJnlouiCii U9fth Aar^OC^£.
udIu a  J  UJOA 9  &lcl fn (X IU(uiV).^CL>\^er[ .'5 najO^
c f ^ l  -iJog. {fist cxoi^ Don S uQoicfijexl -HieAe.. Il ^(xo ^  ,^o^W · 
T|m<A lcxz- [cooTifid ivovo -Id scu| sx>me Ve^ ^
s|)eec|> l^iv?oi^ K cUαyuLα:li'gcJ^ orı sllcK cxa ar^ uqm 7'*
"lOLcd h  loche." eic . om£)| c^ o re/)_
(Xonxi A? w :s€, -S  upcto (jз¿L·r^ o i;<K^  soplus'l^'toi^ 0:1:4Ka): 
ecypzjc/cjjL· i^hzn I  cdulU^ &ir^  '"Am i^ ou sl€£pi<^tanot 
l0hv}2. /5 470U/iLplu(A.gT »
I^X/yylljol T  OUaxI ^TiDLoIuX l1’-€o I |a D KA 'P^l-
iaa>i
9
cuid
Of){. £>hocrii££>l Pn ¿i
¿¡doJoJi. ¿Q_ ieoOifVptvO
i^i m ca p>>ep clcuv^ fn a  p>>ri;^ 4e A aoJo _
ScXooQ. \0 (Z^ - , . pnO^ OM OijIn
£ m cv\ , (A^ e LoetLlcl 'tcxLc oj^if^v'fyiciieL· Hb o r  Joours 
pe?) iaXI^L·. it tkod №  tc^e
it y4o/5^ S' (>r 6 . E'rglTcsh c lo A ^
3  v\^afn purpoi>etf). fl^ vcl 
j^iez- 'ie^cheJiS iuDidU ct'^mr»·)· quaiAtA'^ s")
^roí^/JгA 9<\ "tius piog)CL/\i ,
T^ariuoU i->)OJnexi ?r\ T o rj^   ^“Hoe s
a /viOi/^  ¿<5iri fo 'T ixrt^  u i^ttv o\ ¿»ccej\t ^
¿ u i  fiducoi^ fo in^ i^xxuxi. tie osuicl xpeolc
LO(CLA) ( X  
e secoRLol u>a!i
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^rv^t>k O^J) "Huxo ^^ tarlxolv. . 4lu>>cl LOCXJ^
cxLva^ OL noh'v^ ^poxxk^ . (L^lcuju^  4lvß^
^ W  , cUiM^^ iO(ihe: UDi^s ^  Atma>u''cjoua ^-A^'eos
Jncih^'L· tobo ioe>)ß fe^ckeAs kui. couM
A^f 'Lcu/^ - (9 okance lAPOrifrw ^  T lltL ^  .
^  cdo Jıß^A/\íhA^hJA tn ^ s h  c-lcüyi. iX^ö-Koucl
UDriM Goocl'MX>rnrr^ (A- sO je-öcbeA
wo/i rh ouu\ k^Ti^ uo A£pe.ö'\ 'kW i^ o^ ol .wnli(
ht ^drs (9 c^>o| |p-noAunciCxki''on .'TK j^O on ffpstr 
iaö2. we^tid rlk^AiZ u^c^rds 10 or '20 krvw^
^  0ttr Kvokebook-s Os .Mormjud&\ L  . One. kc^ cbß^  u^ cxo 
DA (^ cuAAAA.ar "iKrou^  ^e,L-
^^U^u{ajoÜcCo\/v jXiAA tt)e -W-e . \X)t i w J  |t) KoAj^
ck'cx c^uYis 9n ij^ cückboQ/d kui: ^  ¿on4
/YimcU ^  tke. 'fitod bO£ u)Q e^ ig/fvizj^  o.
6  'fV-hCl-C lOcAc) Dielet . [aX  ebdo'"!: AoiaJ^  |o Ml 
IS uoivai: cMJ. 4M . &ui u>e loßAe. obk 4o paoduc£
ojeto 5<2M;cvic«ßo ckcuA^'np 4M pMös^s , U)^  cou-Lol
( io  /“4 d a e . 4 o  i o f s  o'^ /k e i x h f o g  ouaJ
■Aom£. (^. 01^ cAao::i>)OOrr\ c^4’\^rtiO io-q\(l  l o oJtM A s ^  
s l u Q r i  üA s L o l e s  . i ^ e .  c b s c u s s i n ^  (o n w ^ -·!
U?e’d  Ia!)€4:c M gI Vh ’^ ' D Q  'M cM)0i)M li . G uqJiM^  
shuJerd cdeAi4 fo m  c I(x V s  M  loe loollU  aÜ  m v
^ ^ o e c b k . DtLN 4:ejacM>N i o L u ^ k t  U/3 cxlolo^
so t^  . Ä  e| u>l^  c i\  H  ¿ iiU l rw \& M A b e ^ .
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y  ύοΛ -tKot i/ûg, кші α б^оі-tug, р ^ ег^ ·
ΊτψοΑ сшЛ imcUfгю aıA Ігостлъ in p>ep /
Wq^ A/^  S^ &oh6>) uj6^!o( όΙλΟα  ^ cW l U9ÎİK p^ofiuncj'ai/of),
TW j. U/OiJ Hui/um^oi-pûır е.У.егаЧбО jd Jlû L ·^  o^aÁ soc^  
(MA¿, fr'cííiu/'-se rvuAcJo repeJiltlDin 'Ьз П2сій\/е (X <(^ocl 
/гоп сі'сііпі?л l^no u/> - поіілел |acj-i c. CT глШ)
ôU +tue W(Jui>)s) iAí>ób і^оІлікіЬ^п s^ oe^ iu'npЯла-гІА 
f/П оіоло. U9ko<ivßb йЙІхД _ g, U)o>>ol ócacl¿A_l-allL kûX)| )ό 
сКор сЭ со?п 4f>e т о п ^ - І о - vù5cjuls^ aOd^ оѵе>^
¡ѵг сил^сі o ^ n s t  ias>ou}À  ш іш . схл ирлоОЬ
. іО<г их^иліі^ ιΆ^ ο { loo
( ^ ildS cuaÁ he^ 'n -tk^  dísüO^i'bo > подл/ѵЬ-еЛ
>^ІгюІвУ\І5 /о ^  ..+Lov\
Q,Ç or (p  ^ Sr<D lлDôьo^ ·l: cû croLOoleol clobS .
KcuJ ex ^^ l'CJUool-clcLbS (^ {. TWsu.0-fVrw^rcûLvx 
ßli'i; ©.{e. Scivool oluoI юіосл usul ν/r^ ''texJ "Ногм or іх>Ьеіл. 
осиме. {о oiu> sc| v ^  юе íosú)Q- booing ψ)tCLl·|'^ Л^
CuajoÍ 4xxlk,*S <^ lV ^  'Ç r^uvfjnh «
U '  r m  Ь^йоп 'b l Kclo Cl/:» 'Иге (g;)OLole oiosso)
uoent L i p . сіешл (piÎ ^ âcin^r·^ cu^J |ол _Ц^ 
ffs  p^oce {о morvo{oruDi;s. J^uPb c l i s e n ,
Tize гмдлллкег e;, ejasi U ues (|еД сіоѵлп 'Ьэ δ o r Ю  
Totxns ^ u;>ß-ßlo . кЗе іхігдхаіЦ |і)11(0іл)£сі û {ed; LoûL·
^  ^оиллілАСиг ОкАсІ J)íoAi'ívo О ллюі é  loöll''-
/voueL (jû! nacuclbi^  оилх>1 COiu^Aikai^ Ь о , SpeoluA^ 
гю{ ş| rm¿ck ^ггр^капее , ЬОа spd^
ю л  ....Ίό rr\'â\ce α satence югНп
WocxihiAoMu ûnsu;ıe>) {Ьг с|иіл<Ьъг)з end ^
-tİTe 4 ·^  ,'&ουοίίη^' cödfVrib J p ^ _ ^ í / 3  a  cloo^ -
ΧοϋΛ .. "Зі reodly cÍíOÍo' I: dold mucd \v cScJu'ev/enoi^ fvt
^  ¿Л ^  ,
с/\^г>) (ЛіаоІиаЪ'Ьп rj^om 4 u ^ ^ íh o o i  í  ¿Леѵиі^
TCpL depo>jf?Ywl'^  ^  %шЫлъ^ Trou'nfnö ЗаЬооІ. (¡x9-i 
Ehilse і^т^б ; U) e JuoxJ v ô x Îôj^  ^  ùûuunseyD ХіЪ^_ 
ш а т т О > |   ^ COiuj^OSwbn ^^eXxJibi^ ^^γθ\:^\\ ,€:n^sk.
 ^ СмХЬл^ іЛ jxmxL ¡^êJd/^cLciûjD^^ (£Хли_сі 4гсал:5_
ßaJnot^ .
AnJ,  ^ â  Γ.β.θΛλϋΐ  ^ S*
ΐο S2l?J2HDit S cJ u9&Ia  J ά sfoiie, Ll^lo-5,<ЬІЛ (D (Dİ C 'S' ^ЛІХГ'S ")
^  pn^V^ie ' /u ^  sch âoÎ C i ı^tcLr) ^
C oll-e^  (-2. {^ e£iní>3 у fh a x l}^  ^  ¿Tclaûâ-Ti't)Π
ζ-.Ρ( 4^cu ii^  ı^ Civil $n^'O2jen'n^ C ^
ΤΙι/ζ. ЬеЫ: uDOÿ 5  lejxrr) sth, \б юЬ^л Т  conceoL 
Caj:2^ М.И cSfexAfa't)/^  о о Γ·[ or íi: Ь'^"5 Го гпіл n^ r^nOßj 
í,|C î  их4Л. reiste rt Ίό (Somûjliirg eJs^ , ίΤ -кз 
ğ o ım .h y ^  к  rßJ^öno^ ^  тцАА_Гас[ , 
î  don't dihrn^ 3) b w  muck cI ^ ' cclíJ:^  uofdik m  
jywjncAeuA^ fn ^п^Ёі^Ь dul $  k ö u 9 -Vtıoi: dkereiV  
dliAjCLUjS &omüéUjac> ô-hêOui pj пдр 4кх1- vi, п^ ьсоТ^ с^ -кк 
lAjO іл9(ік .¡МѴЫЛОЛ  ^ fio pß/)jf'^f i s n ' t  ^  βά-ЯУ- .
Ö /
а οω  X ХгсхШН
X  '¿¿ .¿¿íc- ^  K-'^ ·/'^  J^ cí-U'L
Wciy^A-'t ^0ÍJ¿. ^ y ^ a /  2o /ü Ja^
uj Ы л  X  .2-ЬолЛс-^^^ X aiU'L· 2 2  C2X т^- o/^  .^ é?--/¿v-b
/" .•İ-lo/ Ο λΧ ολι  ^ .uk .¿j-'pc^ú 2  ^o.cXl·
o7w. X-u h '^jC·^ X  ClfièhcXX (jZ((^ Z^^  (ίο/ΐ?4 LyJ^ ZD
20J(^ i\ - jí'^ -XLy U,'í2á /l<.0 , :CÍic-í-·'^  ^ f^y^X '^^2.
losi/\f ¿hdi'y^h έλ. ci'y-c^ oce^  -h yi'^xuX 2a-íp^X
ß^ Cuxh 2  ■ ß^ ,'^ял.¿^■(Xr■ьO 0-ί2
Ú ¡.S y  < /Ú cX p .¿ 2 ^ \ ·^  l'JL ·'  Ь й ^ /У л < - .'fe · a o C L O ifn C d ç fX  (Р гХ  X y D tjk-^ ^ -C ·
H  ύίΧββ íJlX íX .  X d М 2  Мй. Jx l M x , . M
А 'Н О 'Л О  Cc^ o CL· :  S X ( ¿  ' X c^ L X · ^
^e/x-í.^o i-jOO’^'i clí'^ th/x^  л-хлл2 рпіЫе-'Лл.  ^ X  6^ _;£x^  c X M  'Æ>
 ^ Ο^ Ό .2М^ Q'i/^ 0, <e{ c^ \,<.22^  <i— о(-і2л,лМ
(yxML· £k. Ûx2  ^ XXuS f^ jA ji-b X  ' JiiiX Ü X 'tX i X \ i X-^ y'¡L·' éeuuiu-'j . 
(jjidM O'f-acfß^  Χ θ . 2  2  .LclcL μ  у^'П
( шЛх'уХ <^ 2iÿ а2Х-(2с М  с л^ Х л . и М і 2 2
^\i0J¿kM p.^jpa^ofü.^ C<XcX β  2Ms^\ (ÿP2 / ”^ -¿1/7^
X  I\^cuof· M  cX khß- ΊΜ ^ p.X jC Q X oh^ ß c2 (^ X  лс'гсъ  / - ^  Ç ^M \  
Myjcy2 upuu ^  ß e 2 ß ^ '  lél· ρ α , Μ  2 2  o.jou2-
V
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/^o é^í^-LíX.if' j^Lo.ßJi·^ (¡X,¡J (lí/cái¿i{
. сі%2- CV7 s/^Joí,r/5  ./о
Нлй-уѵ^ см  ^ ,Ж
ί'·^£. _ /Сз -f!^  sA>^ Ь-^^о Κί-αΛΓ^
/ .'v^A.C^k^  /V>g- .^^S^c<jXL· a^d. OLUy^^ . ^ :
O^Oridi^ ρ,'ΌίΑ'^ ’ *
p-xL· Q.^ '\d- /7^  > /  .AO.C¿¿y ¿7,
Ьку'^'йі'^ ¡.2-t.J^<Xf'\· k> ,·0^ Ι^ > yC/-» 'f'cAMO уС^-\ /'J^
a,./- /íf-с 9І //e .■ 7/-VİL X£-4^7i-vv U h ^ X
MlctpL-.-¿^ co^ L'U'UO bj<^c<} 4ixa.^  í-cÁ- úJ¿¿
(У f
£ Ağl'-ö^ .^ X-Á U-'ЛЛ Jm c X  ¿L f ú o X  Qu¿ÍLjhooLj X  Λ
jX JX'L·· dóA<->y~'0 ./'/OcíL cг^-^7 v4cií/t£^
-kxxLJd^ ¿<y.^ í^ v e^^p'^L Ja XÍ'O^ (Xl
Р/^'Э h ^'/^<3 í/tn, ^ ' J. u^ao 7^
£iyXofy .XX-^S Ρ^ίΧ'ηβ ·· ..£г.оіХч^ >
. yX¿, Ílí¿^ y^  CA)ytcU^ ’^X'‘^  ^ C-'<^ P
J^Wjl [)Ci^ (L. A  і^ '^ оЬ^ ЛЛ·^  СіЛ> l^ jlİ-L <¿k9 с с а м ѵ х^Л'^^Ь·-^ — -
/\MÂ-^. lêj/UA. JX^ asl· UjÁ oJ- í·^ -^  uxip^ cdj-ùi /^
JXx- Р--ІЛ c£ 7-^  í>Ccv Іэ-сА-йС^  >
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~  X  ^ п М / w ^  jO ^ ^ a - i - o / ^
P X  Δ μ Χ \. θ4.·χ û · ^  .¿UОд A j íA.j^ .^  а  (β &  
¡^^ JpldXih^  C^ сАіЛ-^ с , lS o jj-s^  П у^ Н ^ Х ік ^xCJt^Уи·^
иУ lA^O C'^ u, o
./4ί.·ί^ <Λ·^ 1 j Ut^ u^ <^ i¿_ x^r3<ÿ β α - ϋ ^ ^ о / т Л - о  а УУ/' 27
JLx^<^c^^ йуфі^ иАоХсО С^  , ^
οίΐφΧ^ hí-''^í<^^·^ xU-A£^  í^  S<^ /^ <.;/y,1^ 0^
cIaJI^O., .^ \juyy^  A d ¿ e^  c/^ ¿^h Л -^Х У У у
hcL<s'o úf-r^ c/X-íO, X  fo
İOiX\jiyL^  C^ ‘ù\ù^  X ¿гл l^yiJX¿>^ /х^
x4- .ХУи^^ХууХ^ ^  L· Aг^ ^^ ¿:<kχ_ ¿b/- X¿ii ^
<У'-''-УіУ^  X' ÀJ-^ yjàùë&L·— í3^ X.'^ c/C oAs <^ 'у7УУ!„ -о</л.сл
O'^ -A  ^ Xc^cJ<.y€i t j^.¿Ai_ oíÁX_ Æ> ¿á X ^  7^ Cn-A^  r^o^ayva¿^
¿hj[ ,XyHo:pDL l^ 'd-Ú ‘'fX^yf- 
T'/'v’^  Xirst'^  0>ψ)ίΝΛΩ.Χ^ X  aot.XA .Лі'Сѵ^ Ус-с^ Ь-Ь 
U l U '^ İ  J-')i¿acJ^ ^ β ιΆ ' jA X -^  lûQ olc uJ(XÖ соиь-оУк-М 
' ¿^■•JMqJL jy^-^<=Ÿ^P djiQ,^j2^ ^ 7  7^· o x X aI_.
¿ ψ ο  (У/\^ ' Л'/ '^ <X<X ^лУУ c?<_
Co¡.\d<^7'-M fßU- СОлсХ-Оі'^ ß  ^ 'ykiX Аз
JX c  '
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^ o(¿o C yVlíL-
. OG'o¿.<Aiy^ C‘.\^  ^çtxj^L· G^ -ЛЛ^ ÚyCí p^Jl . i^0¿,
C / ^ i'J-С^іЛ- ^^ (İ'GiC'(€.cL _x,.<^ -^/'ρΐΐ-ζ^  Û)(.C2-^  7^
/ u M u ¿ i  / o
J:ppM:'bt A j - p t c é  4d.tcJ^  O.0 8 Л ф ^ ^  /tf^ je, U n
„Л Ж а г  el· .U- ¿i/a-o Aj c^u2j^  y.A.pi^ . -óo p-i ytU^ 
cL-^ a^  . Coxu^o АЛУ^ 'Ч__ ■rí'^'- cJu
Jccicí‘¿ i. p já b 'lt  .^г..У-'-.с.^·.;
r~
Cd'^Ct-'i.iio ¡Gcú'dtA (¿¿'хеЛіи^ , L X-'-C-i J;,v4. c-u.d-^ ^ w^l· ed'í'-G^ í'.x-
¿.uft'lßci. "τίρ C^X;?:^ ,'^Ό 1^ 'LJ-X-O ίχ^ Ϋ /^ C aOL<r:X О r\^
---- -—  (Г ' ' à
Q'i'L· Ы-,.'^ £к)(іі.і,Ф νΡ^'ΧΦΦ Р'-Л^  uJé^ t Лз
pir ΰ^Α. βά^ ^ '.φ . ^
uXÁL ¿X 'ТЛЛх /■/uAp/'l·' > ^ И  Ö-pl·
Jo о |^ ■^ JЛ^  СХІ'хф^ЛІ J'^'^   ^J^l· ¿L·
fy^¿í¿- uz-ЛЗ hjLoÉ^ A i f f ^  J .^ Х А - _ _ ^ ± З ф _ ____
cLojKj^ ^  ία.-<ύ .^^-Xod^ ^  0 ^  á ^ .
ά^ » φ .^^ '^ ''''
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~ЪиійЛ4а .U ·^ ^  ,α^ Я -con
/) М-ОССО^фя^ ^^0^'ίΛ.^J yoU Á^ 'í- сЯо^ і)f-OTDui-A. СуЯ О ^
'Á cLÁ. tjX^A ./)^:'ΐ-<^ y¿¿~^ 0'C>o^ ¿AAjf' yyU.1<OL
J. ,,<?- иЛА^І аСю  І Я у\ SUa>C О-Я' —
¿ІЯ /^^ W . j Io¿^lC'Í<^ ’^ .>-a'\cL í,^ o^ o¿c /y^
ly'фи ty\C>h іЯ(Л'/Ло(_^ J^C.'^/''-lájl^  -:SIocÙ v
d- $ Ulkf^- (L¿¿ u l u^c\  Я0 f^K-AJit^
L >j ¿ C ¿ U .C -sU U v ^  ^  и я л л і^  ^ ъ О  'd .h X U
Ья-'·^  ¿Ií,aC>(- Q.o-u.j^ jJ'Snod'S-n^  ця^ ёАЛ. 44'L·- ¡гл^ й i и
/ U p s n U n U  дЛс^к) g¿ A ^ j l o S. ÜjJl 't /¿^Ы^
■ фуиѵЛ' ^  È '- о Я -  jU jO ^ ~  Л .'Л  ХЪ^ЛЗг^ O cIp C Îu J-' C Ú .'s.cJ- C ^ d 2<U ^ 
J¿/.[¿.X d'fu^'Vi' л^ сл tíÍ-^V^A^£ 'f^ '^ Ln JoL^Я'-^■S^
я  /Цус^ Л^ -сА^ Яі to-^ЯсА^ сфЯ-а\ û'-yoUd^ ÂU U^^J
io L a U  I  МмяелА І^’М. .я  AU. Аласіяі ^лаС L>'bİ _
Ijl^C^ yb^ noJjL· -Ua yU-A ^
j2oy
d
/UtO^ vı^ , ^  JA^· ¿>0o L· CûoxcJdA,
Al'^i€¿L.OiZe--L^líL , ОЪсА А^ ЛХ.сі'Щ^  ^ іЛяЛ'Л>іА^  L·.
W a d '' P c L r л ^ Á L Δ ' (ілі<пЯя^  ^ CL>-oyft) е,. лЯЛ'
Ь^о.0 Л Ы І Ч  ^  d>0,^ І
ІЯЛо м . \ г
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/ Л -oJ/^'ï
, ^ t'L· J^o<) ΰ·7Ί y(-^  çK_ ctc^  ^ з^-оі)^
u4, ji'-^ x^ 'WJ^  ^ Л^Л'^ j_;^  уЛс—-
Л
гл
е^ Л ^ ·  С^^ЛасЛіГ^ , Ъ0с XxfbCÙy^^'hic^i
Já<. іУ/ги^ ’і ^  (¿loU\^ pyL'O^JCQ^ ^ (ХілОС /Aüty С'ОL x-J ícl¿^^
0''f\ οχ\θ ^Л^:У\лЛ' JÎ('^ ^  (Xy\dL. ^¿¡іУ~ Оѵ\ . ! L<J ' ^0 ^ûO '/y^i^
¡¿у(лЛ Л\лЛ'‘^ 4^^ Л~. fo AA^cJ¿ с^ ЗуоС 0іу-Л^ -'Лл^ ^
уСц íX¿/-'áy* h Ло ‘^ — J>áÍ¿-^ y\- j2-Cu’.-^yt,y^‘:^^
/'/^ 'i'. JlÎÙc^'bw^ /Уу^ Л С ' ^ Ly-'û'^ O Oy-c^ ::(¿3j2Aj^ ‘
Lj.C-ÍCy Л оу\ ,<У ' ¿У Л .' ^ ~ -< -O .0 .iiıÛ j c ^  o ^  —
^ Ы М ) . J7^. ¿Ic^ cAjcJÍ^  М^.у:ііЛг Л і. X ^ -
/ c¿¿-OyO _^ 'uu,y\'\C4'^  '¿ Í'^C' tZy^  <¿/y сУ<. . ly^ U--3s^  /і-й\у &?~xí.
y  y f "^ ■ 'X ' X  АУ'іУк.еЗ'У X¿-^, ujd^o
у у 9^ y j  s ^ i W o ·^  ά..γ.
Угс- to/ö;) ^ :y f i z A i .^^\ cv^X_-
p^¿Kj^'\3'^O i.í''^íJL  'X '^  U J'^ ^  ¿ x to  Λ β -J —'
^ Q j^ K  . / y  yUx_ X jU >^^’ï '\ -^<'^ P .jo  [^ С ''Л -^ Л -''^ ^ ^ оУ 'й '\ _ ^
y  ¡y y y   ^ -fLi
Χ -Ί  оЛо  ^ *
f
Л. ' l'O
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yr]cj^ '^cj¿c(. x/->D Л'^ л e^ ,^ :é¿CXC¿L^ o
y^/>^ ¿^ Q¿\^  Ол yO^ ¿X>^ \cC^  ,
l/^  zV” O'u,/^  ^  j^
O-p^oL Ú^O<OiI^^^ С^'^ Ли^ cTLo/",
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